Automated detection and quantitative assessment of pulmonary airways depicted on CT images.
We developed and tested a fully automated computerized scheme that identifies pulmonary airway sections depicted on computed tomography (CT) images and computes their sizes including the lumen and airway wall areas. The scheme includes four processing modules that (1) segment left and right lung areas, (2) identify airway locations, (3) segment airway walls from neighboring pixels, and (4) compute airway sizes. The scheme uses both a raster scanning and a labeling algorithm complemented by simple classification rules for region size and circularity to automatically search for and identify airway sections of interest. A profile tracking method is used to segment airway walls from neighboring pixels including those associated with dense tissue (i.e., pulmonary arteries) along scanning radial rays. A partial pixel membership method is used to compute airway size. The scheme was tested on ten randomly selected CT studies that included 26 sets of CT images acquired using both low and conventional dose CT examinations with one of four reconstruction algorithms (namely, "bone," "lung," "soft," and "standard" convolution kernels). Three image section thicknesses (1.25, 2.5, and 5 mm) were evaluated. The scheme detected a large number of quantifiable airway sections when the CT images were reconstructed using high spatial frequency convolution kernels. The detection results demonstrated a consistent trend for all test image sets in that as airway lumen size increases, on average the airway wall area increases as well and the wall area percentage decreases. The study suggested that CT images reconstructed using high spatial frequency convolution kernels and thin-section thickness were most amenable to automated detection, reasonable segmentation, and quantified assessment when the airways are close to being perpendicular to the CT image plane.